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Energy Efficient IoT Virtualization Framework with Passive Optical Access Networks


School of Electronic & Electrical Engineering
University of Leeds
Leeds, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

In this paper we design a framework for an energy efficient cloud computing platform for Internet of things (IoT) accompanied by a passive optical access network (PON). The design is evaluated using a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model. IoT network consists of four layers. The first layer represents IoT objects and the three other layers host relays, the coordinator and the gateway, respectively. PON consists of two layers hosting the Optical Network Units (ONUs) and the Optical Line Terminal (OLT), respectively. Equipment at all layers, except the object layer, can aggregate and process the traffic generated by IoT objects. The processing is performed using distributed mini clouds that host different types of Virtual Machines (VMs). These mini clouds can be located at the three upper layers of the IoT network and the PON two layers. We aim to reduce the total power consumption resulting from the traffic delivery and data processing at the different layers. The energy efficiency can be achieved by optimizing the placement and number of the mini clouds and VMs and utilizing energy efficient routes. Our results indicate that up to 21% of total power can be saved utilizing energy efficient PONs and serving heterogeneous VMs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The exponential growing need for connecting the real world to the internet speeds up the development of IoT networks. It is predicted that the number of IoT devices to reach 50 billion in the next few years [1]. Having such a vast number of interconnected devices paved the way for futuristic smart applications in manufacturing, smart transportation, agriculture …etc. [2]. At the same time, this dramatic growth results in the creation of many challenges that are faced by IoT deployment such as scalability, interoperability, reliability and security [3]. In addition, the energy efficiency is one of the most important challenges that should be tackled by IoT networks architects [3]. One of main investigated approaches to address the energy efficiency challenge in networks and data centres is cloud computing [4]-[8].

We have shown in our previous work [9] that considerable power can be saved by hosting tiny virtual machines in mini clouds at the different levels of IoT networks to process collected data and produce useful information at lower data rate. The extracted information can then be transferred to upper layers for further processing or storage. We formulated the problem as a MILP model to address the energy efficiency issue in a single IoT network supported by cloud computing. However, the work in [9] considered only the typical four layers of IoT networks and did not include access network that is necessary to collect and transfer the traffic from IoT network toward the final data centres at the core network. In this paper, we extend our previous work by adding a passive optical access network (PON). The PON connects two separate IoT networks and participates in traffic aggregation and processing. We have selected PON as it’s an energy efficient form of access networks. Due to the paper length limitation, we omit writing the MILP equations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we describe our energy efficient model. Section 3 discuss the model results. Finally, in section 4 we give our conclusions.

2. ENERGY EFFICIENT MILP FOR VIRTUALIZATION IN IOT NETWORKS WITH PON

Our MILP model considers the architecture shown in Fig. 1. This architecture consists of two separated IoT networks connected by a PON in order to deliver the aggregated processed traffic to the upper core network. In our framework, each IoT network is constructed from four layers. The first lower layer is comprised of IoT objects. The second layer contains the relay elements. The objective of relays is the traffic aggregation from the IoT objects. The third layer hosts one coordinator element that aggregates traffic from the relay elements. The
last layer in IoT network consists of one gateway element. The task of the gateway is to aggregate the coordinator traffic and upload it to the access network (PON). The access network consists of two layers. The ONU layer that hosts two ONU entities and the OLT layer that hosts one OLT entity. Each ONU is connected to one of the IoT networks. ONUs aggregate and deliver IoT networks traffic to the OLT that in turn transports the traffic to the core network.

In our framework, the capability of hosting VMs is allowed at each IoT element in the three upper layers of the IoT network in addition to the PON access network layers. Hosting VMs in IoT elements and PON entities gives them the capability of processing the aggregated traffic. We model different VM types that correspond to different applications. Each IoT object demands one VM type. By processing the incoming raw data, VMs reduce the traffic at different percentages to generate useful information. The objective of our MILP is to minimize the total power consumption. Actually, there are two basic components of the total power consumption, the power consumption due to traffic in all IoT and PON layers and the power consumption due to VMs processing in the three upper layers of the IoT network and the two layers of the PON. The MILP is subject to several constraints. These constraints are concerned with the optimal VMs placement, mini clouds placement, controlling traffic direction and the flow conservation for unprocessed and processed IoT traffic.

3. MILP EVALUATION AND RESULTS

As mentioned earlier, we considered two separated IoT networks connected to a PON access network. Each IoT network consisted of 50 IoT objects, 25 relays, one coordinator and one gateway. In addition, each IoT network connected to an ONU, both ONUs are connected to one OLT. The IoT objects, relay elements and the coordinator in each IoT network are distributed through 30m×30m area. The gateway is placed 100m away from the coordinator. The distribution of IoT objects is random and uniform while the position of each relay element is at every 6m distance. All devices in the IoT network communicate through using the Zigbee protocol. On the other hand, the gateway is connected to the ONU through Gigabit Ethernet link and the ONU is connected to the OLT through an optical fiber. We only consider uplink direction as it carries the highest amount of traffic. Consequently we do not allow the traffic to pass from one IoT network to another through the OLT. Our model accounts for the traffic induced power consumption in PON entities as well as in the receiving and transmitting components of the IoT network (including propagation losses and the power amplification) [10]. VMs in different layers are hosted by a CPU with an average power consumption of 5.5W [11]. The CPU utilization of the VMs belonging to a certain type is assumed to be independent of both the number of served IoT objects and the different traffic reduction percentages.

We considered three scenarios. In the first scenario, we considered four VM types with heterogeneous VMs CPU demands ranging from 10% to 40% CPU utilization. The second scenario considered four VM types with high homogeneous CPU requirements of 40%. Finally, the third scenario considered four VM types with homogeneous CPU requirements of 40%, similar to scenario 2, however the OLT was equipped with lower energy efficient CPU (11W). This setting allows us to assess the framework at different CPU demands and energy efficiency levels. Fig. 2 shows the three scenarios processing, traffic and total power consumption, while Fig. 3 shows the VMs placement for the three scenarios.

Scenario 1 produces the lowest processing induced power consumption at low reduction percentages (10% and 30%, Fig. 2(a)) as it evaluates heterogeneous VMs and is able to place some of these VMs in the OLT (10% and 30%, Fig. 3(a)). This placement reduces the total number of needed VM copies as placing VMs in any other layer duplicates them because the two IoT networks are not allowed to pass traffic between them due to the downlink restriction. Scenario 2 places more VMs at the OLT as it evaluates VMs with high and homogeneous
CPU utilization at low reduction percentages (10% and 30%, Fig. 3(b)), however, it still consumes higher CPU induced power consumption compared to scenario 1 as all VMs consumes high power consumption (10% and 30%, Fig. 2(a)). Scenario 3 consumes the highest CPU induced power consumption at low reduction percentages (10% and 30%, Fig. 2(a)) as the OLT is equipped with energyinefficient CPU, resulting in placing the VMs in the lower layers as shown (10% and 30%, Fig. 3(c)). Note that all scenarios place VMs at the relay layer for both IoT networks at high reduction percentages (50% - 90%, Fig. 3) as this leads to the minimum traffic induced power consumption at upper layers. As Scenario 1 evaluates heterogeneous VMs, it continues to produce the lowest CPU induced power consumption compared to the other two scenarios which have similar CPU induced power consumption (50% - 90%, Fig. 2(a)) as both serve VMs with similar CPU utilization of 40% at the relay element.

As shown in Fig. 2(b), we notice a general trend toward lower network power consumption with higher reduction percentages as lower traffic is pushed in the network as useful extracted knowledge has lower data rate compared to raw unprocessed traffic. Scenario 3 produces the lowest traffic induced power consumption at low reduction percentages (10% and 30%, Fig. 2(b)) as it is able to place more VMs at the coordinator, allowing less knowledge traffic to pass though the upper layers. However, this saving in network induced power consumption is masked by the increase in CPU induced power consumption at low reduction percentages, leading to an overall high power consumption for scenario 3 compared to the other two scenarios (10% and 30% Fig 2(c)). Scenario 1 comes next in traffic induced power consumption at low reduction percentages (10% and 30%, Fig. 2(b)) as it is able to place some VMs at lower layers (10% and 30%, Fig. 3(a)) compared to scenario 2 which prefers to place most VMs at the OLT layer (10% and 30%, Fig. 3(b)) resulting in the highest traffic induced power consumption (10% and 30%, Fig. 2(b)). Note that all scenarios consumed the same traffic-induced power for 50%, 70% and 90% traffic reduction percentages as shown in Fig. 2(b). This is influenced by the similar distribution of VMs copies for all these cases as shown in Fig. 3. This identical distribution results from high reduction in traffic after processing by VMs, thus, the VMs were placed in relay elements as close as possible to the IoT objects. However, scenario 1 is the most energy efficient scenario considering total power consumption at all reduction percentages (Fig. 2(c)) as it has the lowest processing induced power consumption compared to the other two scenarios which compensates for the lower traffic energy efficiency. This results in about 18% and 21% of power saving for scenario 1 compared to scenario 2 and 3, respectively.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced results for a MILP model that evaluates the energy efficiency of cloud computing platform for IoT networks connected to a PON. The energy efficiency is achieved by optimizing the placement and number of the mini clouds and VMs and utilizing energy efficient routes. Our results indicate that concentrating the VMs placement at the OLT connecting several IoT networks can help in saving power consumption when VMs process raw data at low reduction percentage. On the other hand, VM are to be placed in lower layer relays at high reduction rates. Results show that up to 21% of total power can be saved utilizing energy efficient CPUs in the OLTs while serving heterogeneous VMs.
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